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Executive Summary
Between November and December 2018, Leathwaite polled legal executives currently
operating in General Counsel and other legal leadership roles across the UK in FTSE
100, FTSE 250 and large private organisations, leading international organisations and
not-for-profits.
Core themes and findings that have emerged through this research are characterised as below:

Changing Use of External Support:
Diversification is Key

Growth of Legal Functions: Slow and
Steady Wins the Race

The use of external legal support is changing as

The results reveal that most legal functions across

organisations are making more use of a diverse range of

different sectors have either grown or remained the same

solutions for the support they need.

size in 2018.

Reasons for the growth in alternative methods of support

There

such as ALSPs and interims / temporary staff are rooted in

organisations on existing in-house legal resources, to

increasing cost control measures but also have other

address and provide support with growing regulatory

benefits, such as additional flexibility and the ability to

pressures and technology risks.

bring in specific legal expertise for particular projects.

has
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pressure
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Some organisations have grown their in-house legal

General Counsel are increasingly looking beyond the

teams to reduce their reliance on external law firms for

traditional law firms and are using ALSPs for a larger

routine legal work.

proportion of the legal work they chose not to do inhouse.

With regulatory scrutiny increasing across the board and
impacting a wide range of regulated industries, it is

In addition to the benefit of decreasing costs, ALSPs are

becoming increasingly complex for businesses to operate.

developing technology solutions, often driven by AI which

This is continuing to increase the workload of legal

have begun to bring additional benefits, such as

functions as leadership look to them to advise and help

automating routine work allowing it to be executed at a

navigate the regulatory environment.

faster pace with more accuracy.
There has also been an increase in the use of executive
interim resource. General Counsel have aimed to create a
more agile and scalable organisational infrastructure,
which has notably fuelled a change in the profile and role
of executive interim legal resource. A number of General
Counsel will now have some interim support in their

Many smaller and unlisted organisations, continue to
grow and professionalise their legal teams.
Despite the broader macro-economic environment in the
UK, some other organisation’s legal functions are
expanding so that they are able to provide effective
support to businesses that are growing.

teams on an ongoing basis with the individuals changing
depending on level or experience and expertise required
at any particular time.
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Survey Respondents
Respondents are from a wide range of sectors:

Respondents are General Counsel and lawyers in other senior leadership roles
from various types of organisations:
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Changing
Who You Use
Are of External Support: Diversification is Key
The use of external legal support has evolved significantly in 2018. 37% of the survey
respondents said that they have made changes to how they source external legal
services to support their team.

// General Counsel have diversified their use of external legal support throughout
2018. While law firms remain the primary resource for external counsel, there is a
growing use of alternative methods of support, such as alternative legal service
providers (ALSPs) and executive interim and temporary staff.
These changes are driven by cost control measures and pressure on legal departments to reduce
their reliance on top tier law firms.
Through the use of executive interims, in-house legal teams both benefit from the expertise of
senior legal counsel with experience working in-house, and are able to build easily scalable and
cost efficient teams.
Constantly improving technology solutions and the flexibility of tailored services to support their
needs are resulting in more organisations using ALSPs for a higher proportion of their external legal
support.
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Growth of Legal Functions: Exciting Change in 2018
Respondents at a significant proportion of organisations commented that their legal
function had continued to grow in 2018.
This was down to a range of factors, the most significant of which was a greater level of
regulatory scrutiny, but was also influenced by a growth in businesses and increased
complexity of legal work due to geographic footprint and technology related matters.

UK Listed Organisations

Unlisted Organisations

// Legal functions have grown or maintained their size in 2018. The work
undertaken by in-house legal functions is growing in complexity and
scale due to cost control measures and the reduction in the use of
external counsel across the market.
Many smaller organisations are professionalising their legal functions, often due to increasing
regulatory scrutiny, resulting in the creation of new, more specialised legal roles.
Contrary to the wider economic dynamics some organisations across a range of sectors are
experiencing growth and expanding their legal functions to provide effective support to the
business.
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Growth
of Legal
Who You
Are Functions: What about 2019?
Almost one third of respondents said that they expect growth in the size of their legal function and
over half predict no change in the size of their legal function over the next year.

Across both UK listed and unlisted organisations, a maintenance
or growth in size of legal functions is expected.

UK Listed Organisations

Unlisted Organisations

// Growth is predicted in legal functions for a number of reasons including
the continued impact of GDPR, regulatory expansion across new sectors in
the market, an expected increase in litigation and the impact of Brexit
resulting in an increased workload for in-house lawyers.
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Conclusions
This report shows a legal community in a state of flux.
2018 has been a period of change for the legal community. Teams have continued to
expand as workload grows for in-house legal functions and the diversification of the
use of external counsel demonstrates the innovation of approach while legal teams
grapple with cost control measures.
Executive hiring within legal functions has evolved over 2018 and we expect this to
continue into 2019. Topics such as diversity of thought, the growth of data protection
functions, and questions over the position of the General Counsel on the Executive
Committee have resulted in lively debate throughout the year.

Diversity of Thought
Organisations are increasingly focusing on the
importance of diversity within their legal functions; both
gender diversity and diversity of background.
There is growing importance placed on lawyers who
can bring with them innovative and forward thinking
approaches to managing legal functions, with out of
industry experience and/or a varied social background
favourably considered to encourage diversity of
thought.

Data Protection
With the implementation of GDPR in May 2018 and the
requirement for businesses to have a Data Protection
Officer there has been an increase in organisations
hiring a Chief Privacy Officer / Data Protection Officer.
The reporting line of this individual does vary and it can
sit within legal, compliance or information security.
Lawyers with strong privacy experience, the ability to
effectively manage senior stakeholders and operate at
Board level are in high demand and we expect this
trend to continue in 2019.

Executive Presence of the General
Counsel
Reporting lines of the General Counsel are by no means
standardised across the market. There are a number of
organisations where the General Counsel reports to the
Chief Executive Officer but is not a member of the
Executive Committee.
This has prompted debate regarding the role of the
General Counsel operating in a purely legal capacity or
as a broader advisor. Questions have been raised as to
whether General Counsel should sit apart from the
Executive Committee to ensure true independence, or
whether General Counsel should have a position on the
Executive Committee to enable them to act as a true
counsel to the business across a range of legal and non
-legal issues.

What to Expect in Part Two...
In Part Two of our Global Legal Leadership Survey, we
will discuss the impact of automation on in-house legal
functions and the challenges that legal functions have
been facing over the last year, including a focus on the
impact of Brexit, and we will also set our own
predictions for 2019.
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Leathwaite is a global human capital business with a focus on identifying and securing leadership level
talent across the corporate functions. We have offices in London, New York, Hong Kong and Zurich.
Our legal practice is a virtual team spread across our four locations. We therefore leverage our direct
legal network at the c-suite level but also our knowledge across risk, compliance, audit, controls,
technology, operations, change, finance, HR, consultancy and the business. A key benefit to our
approach is that we are able to identify diverse skills, within both traditional legal leaders and leaders
across functions and the business that would bring diversity of thought to a legal function.
Leathwaite was established with one clear purpose: to help organisations secure the best Human Capital
within Support, Enablement & Control Functions.
This is done via 4 solutions, 4 offices, 100 people and over 130 clients, globally.

For Marketing enquiries please contact Charlotte at: charlotte.collins@leathwaite.com
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